
Process Overview
CityBike / Connected Bicycle

We conducted ninety-four surveys with urban commuters and twenty interviews with 
bike commuters across Seattle, Amsterdam, Paris, and New York.
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Most people use map features regularly and navigation features when they’re taking 
an unfamiliar route.

Being prepared is important and usually requires too many apps.

Infrastructure, not bike technology, prevents people from seeing biking as a viable 
commuting option.

A small subset of riders use apps for tracking their rides. Usually those people track 
other physical activities as well.

Many riders are interested in reviewing past routes but won’t download an app just 
for that.
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User Needs
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Strava Google Maps Dark Sky Cyclemeter Komoot Map My Ride Buienalarm Weather UndergroundMapOutApple Activity

“I need to know where I’m going and the basics of how to get there.”

“I need to be aware of construction and other obstacles to my commute.”

“I always check to make sure the weather doesn’t catch me by surprise.”

“I like knowing how far and how fast I went.”

“I like seeing past routes so I can decide which routes to repeat and which to avoid.”

“I need an app that doesn’t take my attention away from the ride.”

“I want to see all of my rides in one place so I can compare them and see my progress.”

Apps Used while Cycling:



36% Public transport
29% Driving

11% Walking
21% Bicycling

3% Carpooling

78%  Weather

52%  Route with the least traffic

23%  Most scenic route

20%  Convenient stops along the way

12%  Route accommodates others

How do you normally get to work? How often do you ride a bike? What do you consider before your
commute?

84%  An app with GPS

37%  Look up the route online ahead of time

21%  Ask people

3%  Paper maps

How do you navigate a new or
unknown place?

32% Almost every day
34% A few times per week

12% Never
22% Rarely

87%  Mapping

40%  Navigation

15%  Route tracking

12%  Ride data

When you ride, what features are most
relevant to you?

29%  Weather

82%  Better infrastructure

45%  Better bike parking options

15%  Not having kids

9%  Better weather

What would make you more likely to ride
a bike to get around?

21%  Having a shorter commute
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